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About This Game

Build and brawl in this fast and frantic mash-up! Race your opponents to build the most powerful towers in Slam Bolt City
while defending against deceptively adorable baddies and hugely epic bosses. Create weapons that shoot lasers, drills, missiles,
and more to annihilate your adversary. Battle in four-player co-op campaign mode, or go head-to-head for more brawling and
block-building awesomeness. This version includes 5 new levels as well as two new very cool unlockable characters (Bullseye

from Monday Night Combat and Steve from Minecraft!)

Slam Bolt Scrappers Features

 Up to 4-player local co-op and competitive modes

 7 different level types with unique environments that hugely change how you play!

 Unlockable characters and outfits
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 Full Big Picture support for awesome big screen action.

 Single player campaign complete with boss levels!
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unfinished, waste of money. Boring new campaign where you can only play as metrosexuals.. DISCLAIMER: played over 3 h
offline

If you search a simple, easy to learn but hard to master, shooter like old '80 - '90 games for enjoying some hours of frenetic
shooting, this game is recommended.

You are an antibiotic and you should fight pesky viruses in a top down environment. Recover "energy" point in order to unlock
more powerful "drones" for shoot down quickly the nasty viruses.

About users complaining about lack of options... the game is so light, do not require a powerful pc to run it. I'm playing it on a
2010 notebook with a Nvidia GT120M. 60 fps all time at 1600x900. Vsync on. What to ask more?

Also the game has all features announced by the Devs. Nothing more, nothing less. Just read the description in store page.. I was
looking forward of this game because my most favorite game is XCOM. But this is - sorry to say that - not well implemented. It
is not fun to play, but annoying bcause of
- very long loading screens (why the hell does it take several minutes to load a simple world map? most of the map is hidden in
the fog of war anyway)
- one has no good overview of the battle map, neither of the whole map nor of the part where the own soldiers are. It is
sometimes difficult to see where they can move and still have cover.
I think I will try this game in some month again, to see whether at least the loading screens were fastened by a factor of ten or
so!. Really not all that fun as I was expecting. Some of the decisions to make are too... I dunno. Campy? The dialogue too could
do with some work in generally. I feel like I could've written something better, had I the time, patience and general creative
drive.. could have been so much better. I have yet to finish this game yet, but it has a meow on command button so it's a 10\/10
from me. Armored Kitten - 8.6/10

Armored Kitten is one of the most awesome games I have played for quite a long time! A simple but very fun concept! The only
thing I would add is a sound slider in the options because this game is VERY loud and you should change the rate that money is
given when completing a level as you can grind them by playing a relatively easy level such as distance running which gives you
7600 money and I managed to gather 100,000 money in under 10 minutes. Other than those, awesome game and well worth $2
in my personal opinion

Absolutely loving this game. The best run'n'gun game i have played over very long time. Easy controls and customization, cool
music and beautiful graphics. Worth the money.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zRTQP7F57dQ&t=10s
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my favorite part was unistalling it. Another hit from Crankage Games. Only part way through it and I can't wait to finish it! and
especially for the price, nice way to spend a few hours :D!!. I'm returning this game because it scared the litteral crap out of me.
Scary scary SCARY! So...5 stars for being too scary to play?. I got this as a bundle of Super Retro Army games and so far this is
my favorite. It's a cute little arkanoid/breakout game with a weird (if a bit sloppy) art style and it's all made by one guy. Just
don't pay too much or expect a ton of depth.. Great retro RPG with awesome storytelling.
. it says its in my library but it is not there
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